“Tiara in the Box”

**Skills to Practice:**
- Kneeling
- Reaching
- Crawling, sitting supported in box
- Requesting more
- Waving bye

**Who will Help?**
- C.C.
- CC, Mom, & Grandpa
- CC & Grandpa
- Mom & Grandpa

**Routine:** When Tiara is interested in the toy box, she can crawl toward it. She can kneel beside it while CC shows her “choices” of toys for play. She can reach for the toy she wants. With help from an adult, Tiara can sit in the box while CC pushes it. Tiara can ask for more and wave from the toy box.

**Note:** Playing in the toy box instead of with the toys is Tiara’s newest favorite activity. CC likes to push her around in the box. Mom and Grandpa supervise the climbing. This play routine offers opportunities to practice a variety of skills.
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